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CHAPTER V
CLOSING

A. Conclusion
Based on the result of research that has been done, it can be gotten the
conclusions such as follows:
1. The method used by tutor in teaching vocabulary by suing flashcards in the
class are 1) preparing interesting flash cards in teaching learning process that
have relationship with the theme. Those were fruits, animals, things in the
class, profession and transportation, 2) showing the flash cards to the students
and asking them to memorize the letters of the words written, 3) asking the
students to tell about pictures of flash cards orally and 4) giving the students
homework.
2. The problems faced by the tutor in using flashcards in teaching vocabulary are
divided into two matters. First, the problems faced by the tutor in using
flashcards as a media in teaching vocabulary is the proportion time in teaching
English is not enough. Second, the problem is the different of students’
cognitive aspect in their ability learning English especially vocabulary.
3. There are some ways used by the tutor to solve the problems. They are, when
show flashcards, the tutor will use body language or gesture while saying the
word. Besides that, in teaching learning process the tutor asks whether students
understand the material that has given by her. If the students do not understand
the tutor will help them until they really understand. In setting the class
activities, the students are usually given different materials in teaching
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vocabulary, such as students are given instruction to read text, describing
pictures etc. so, the students feel not boring to learn vocabulary. Moreover, the
tutor sometimes asks the students to do their assignment alone or in group
discussion.
B. Suggestions
There are some suggestions from the writer to the English tutor, the
students, and the next writer.
1. For the English tutor:
a. The tutor could use various approach and media in teaching learning
process that can help the tutor in delivering material. It can help the
students in learning, comprehending, and memorizing the material.
b. By giving motivation to the students, they could be active to use the
English and confident for using the language in their environment.
c. The tutor could to teach better by using several medium and also
strategies like playing game and so on.
2. For the other writers:
a. Choosing the school whether formal or informal which the laboratory is
available.
b. Using flashcards media in teaching vocabulary provides lots of research
scopes such as the wholeness of language, the integrated language skills,
the relevant material, the authentic assessment, the student center, and so
on. It is better to conduct the whole language research using different
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frameworks in order to give significant contribution to the education
field.

